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The Trembesi Tree

Dark black and soaring,
Birds make nests on the strength of her arms.

Grand castle for red ants and lizards,
An architecture growing from its own shadow.

The day is about to collapse. Her weather-beaten joints 
Grow weaker and twisted.

With bitter seeds of karma hanging,
She learns to love all unworthy of love

And converses with ghosts all night,
Underworld dwellers, eyes awash with milk,

Whose breasts were once full of January rain
And whose nipples point skyward licked by the sun.

She used to roam, abhorrent to stars,
Walking only to kill distance, forgetting directions

No thought of destination 
No thought of another’s paradise

And shouting to those who linger, falling 
In God:

“Behead monuments forever
Or bury yourself into underground extinction!”
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They’re angry and curse her to oblivion.
She is absorbed into the black tree’s cambium:

The king crowned with a kite-frame,
Tree rings and their prophecies.

The call to prayer looms in the distance. Birds arrive 
Pecking the dusk’s last light with their golden warbles.

Peasants hurry home to prepare the fire and pray.
A visage, a pattern from a simple holy verse.

I scratch the body that groans inside the trunk.
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Cold. The last lips touching him before he vanishes 
from the edge, the soaring bruised altar, from where he 
tumbles, perhaps plunges into a sea of symbols.

Spirit naked. Words weigh anchor.
Trails of troubled water. Away from the body 
that will soon fade like sunken galleon planks

buried in the cemetery of the bay.

It’s true he often dreams of a prairie. 
Asleep on a thick tuft of grass. Running 
with iron bolted feet. Horseshoes. Arrows

and a bow on his back. Taking shelter 
in the Centaurs constellation. Fluttering tents
in the south night sky.

South: a transit to a higher 
destination. Perhaps more eternal.

But he also witnesses souls collapse. 
Pigs. Anus broken, punched by
a roasting pole. Pierced through the jaw.

Like them, he is pushed to the edge. Standing dizzy

Looking at the sea. Blue death strutting. Mad. Like glee 
crowning its sacrificial victims
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He doesn’t want to remember that later a typhoon will 
descend 
swinging harpoons through the waves. And the angel
is almost bored of waiting.

Waiting for the moment of falling. A brief moment,
the change of the southern constellation 
created from salt and the light of words.
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Succubus

“Enough.
Stop that fever.
I know desire will crucify you 
At the hour’s end.”

Then you close your eyes. Caressing a cleft 
At the base. And the scent of grass disperses 
Like a magic spell spilling into an estuary.

From your glands’ shiver the rivers that are drunk on 
carrion, 
Snaking along the valley, passing through remote villages,
Scattered, ruined, into the mouth of lust
At the body’s edge.

And the body’s edge, you know, is a pavilion
Protruding into another sea. Another realm, where the 
spirit
Bows, beheaded, enduring the sway, from a mast which 
screams 
“I’ll tie you, I’ll cut you”, all night

When knees seem mashed. Sky vague.
And people spite defiling filth to strike down enemies

That must perish, with pointed gaze lost 
through the nimbus.

Heaven: the rusted lock. Crimson rust stain 
On decaying texture. I know. Yet desire 
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Won’t be vanquished.

Its roots will penetrate, smack you, 
Seize you in snorting

In panting
In death’s throes

That approach.

“Enough.
Finish.
I know desire has crucified you 
On my body.”
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Dissolve my body in the flame!

Sita screams. Before she collapses
behind the soaring wood smoke. The heat
and explosion of burning fat, a canon shooting
fireflies to the sky. A typhoon of flame reddening the azure.

Lips bitter. A million eyes tear me apart,
screaming the curses of gods.
What sin have I committed?
Strong ash-colored arms. Immoral desire.
A wink of hated destiny. And spring
cleverly teaches me to make love.

There is no more fear. Holy war is in vain

As is revolution. But why do I still hear
a revolver shot in the ribs. A bitter trickle
is released. Shattered I fall from the embrace
of the rough man who achieved what he longed for.
Deadly passion. Later when the vultures
flap furiously clawing at the ghosts of soldiers,
troops who have burnt god’s incarnation, scatter
my soul in your pain, Dasamuka.

We reincarnate as a pair of dragons
swallowing the moon in the sky
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Aquarelle Phantasm

Lithe and naked,
lighter than birds,
she lands. 

The pond trembles. The light quivers
like a clock that slips
into a watery mouth. 

Ruined wax wings
send the scent of tamarind
to the sleeping forest stupefied by the rain. 

Rainforest. I learn to hate life
from her heart. Covered in mud, I lie waiting for prey.
Mossy. Dying in a submerged habitat.

Sometimes the sky sobs and sheds
its stars. The plump shape drops 
and sows phosphorescence in the water. 

A swirling light twists
lecherous, feverish algae. 
The whistle of ghosts and the dirty tricks of their snakes.

Wait. She will vanish any minute.
The current will snarl into a vortex. Foam will turn red 
and my cracked jaw   

will snatch her.

Ripples wipe away off the end. 
Time is asleep in the water.
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The Star

My eyes are weary, yet refuse to close,
Firmly fixed on the dying star.

The star and I stare at each other,
Exchanging scars, wounds, a breath of vanishing passion.

Such cold hours.
The wind crawls over the walls.

I drown in the heart of the star,
Madly pecking at the bruised lips of the night.

The star imagines to be extinguished inside my heart,
Trembles, as she longs to blight the light of paradise.

4 a.m.: the sun is coming soon.
A couple of lovebirds fly homeward, out of sight.

My eyes are glazed, glimmering with tears
Quiet as maple leaves on the verge of their fall.
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Rubaiyat 

The deciduous forest sheds its leaves at the end of the season. 
One leaf remains: she’s almost done, you whispered. 
But alas, I am now a leaf by the lake that eludes you beyond 
seasons.
Something claims me to the sand. 
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Panoramic Pond 1

“Why, Lord, I spoilt the pond with my fear!”

Shipwrecks, drops of blood and tears.
Dark mortality floating everywhere.
I felt the fingers of mist getting closer to the bank, 
Twisting like the roots of vines aging 
Along the wall of the hills 
– creeping , sagging, dangling
Poisoning the fish in the pond that are always clamoring 
When the wings of the dusk melt
And the shadows of the rain dissolve 
Swept away
Scattered from the source.
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Panoramic Pond 2

What is it crouching under the rubble? 
Is it the Silence, or Horrors secretly 
Grown by the swamp trees in the seismic season? 
Look, a couple of red birds staring at each other  
Caught between the desire to make love 
And a deep futility we feel 
As we watch the freed fish
Diving deep into the gaping pond. 
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Panoramic Pond 3

I cast doubt on everything.
I doubt the towering call to prayer 
Ceaselessly digging for Your pond of light.  
I doubt the air of resignation 
Suddenly flooding the faces of killers 
In the rite of remorse at night.
Now You simply want to sink and drink 
From the water gleaming like my steaming body.  
Now I simply wish to swim in the pond 
Licking the sand and moss on Your body 
With my mind red my heart red my soul red
My fins red my tail red my gills red
And my prayers
Red.

Then we shall splash and shrink, 
Evaporated by the sun
And forgotten by the pond.
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Madiun

From the bawdy inn’s attic, near the sunset prayer time,
She walks to the vanishing town square.

The sun is paralyzed. His fierce yellow whiskers 
Lie strewn over the grass. Sore and parched.

The light from the lustful cinema of thighs and cleavages
Panting from scraping the carbon dioxide veil.

A thundering sound at the grand mosque’s minaret.
Pale as a patient on a stretcher, the whole town shudders.

A host of sparrows scatters away.
The hour is crouching, weighed down by the shadows.

She closes her eyes and listens to the river moan.
The wind is raking through the shivering bank of river-reeds.

At the bottom of her prayers 
she only hope that later tonight 

God may step down to the death railway
And have a taste of beer and lust in her locked mouth.

Note: Madiun is a town in eastern Java.
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The Sleepwalker Ballad 

   Surabaya, once upon a time

I will not twist the axis of your body
Tracing the burnt trails of the words
Spilled throughout the hour and the boulevard.

The asphalt is shivering from influenza.
The plaza and the banks gradually disappear.
Gone, sinking in the balm.

The cold is sharpening its javelins in the air.
The chill is chiming. The air is shuddering
Besieged by echoes and shadows.

You are lying beside me. Dark and luminescent.
The river is naked on her golden bed.
By the river, a loo is almost overflowing.

Some engrossed lovers park their motorbikes in the dark.
A group of men stagger to their feet, entering the tattered 
tents.
Their snorts still leave a warm sensation on your nape.

Touching you, stunned by a street soothsayer
My passion builds a fountain park with its whore fairies 
Green as the morning rain.

At the edge of the park, a bronze commander
Stares coldly at a battalion of butterflies
That defend themselves in the south. They are trapped
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in a patch of another park, more magical. More shameful.
A place where the bamboo spear monument, the phallic 
totem,
Stands upright slashing its neck.

You tremble. The sap of your body starts to gush out.
The ancient wind overthrows the shadows of the park.
The echoes wallow in the pools of blood.

The whole river is stricken with seizures.
The dam and the submarine wrecks clamber out to resurrect 
of the delta
Haunting the shopwindows which used to be the creepy 
wards of a hospital.

From the limp of your bones, from the crush of my ribs
The dawn returns to break his shells.
Names droop shakily. The crossroad misses its bells.

The hour is made of water and cannot be trusted.
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Ginseng Roots of Jeju Island

Sarang Teoul

Across the cabin in the woods stretched the river. Shabby 
and dim.
An all-season sleepwalker tottering, holding on to the 
night.

Feebly anchored at the river mouth, a bruised deck.
The rancid air blanketing the scent of diesel oil.

A circle of fire. A sooty altar of the searing flames.
Ruins from the quenched hellfire.

After nightfall the river hears the ghostly sigh of the forest.
The moaning bamboos in the backwoods which were 
islanders’ killing fields.

The pale, smokescreened faces behind the blazing red 
lanterns.
Trails of blood extending onto the lap of Mount Halla.

The river knows, even the dead do not wish to sleep the 
sleep of stones.
Nor to be shut like an island submerged in ashes.

To Gyorae, the silenced hazy drizzles have returned,
Catching the scent of the autumnal humus in agonizing 
pain.
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Yo-Bae

“By April, fig leaves are sprouting up,
And the bloody craters in our hearts flare up again.”

Your fluttering eyelids shed stony tears.
A gulp of soju gently knocks at the door.

“I’m not drunk, but they are.
Who mowed weed flowers with those damned bayonets?”

Then you affix the dying moon,
Scattered birds, to the pale landscape.

“In the scorching heat of the canvas I bleed to hone my 
colors.
My silence is the silent towering cliff, thirsting for the light.”

And again you dream of the island sinking beyond the 
smoke.
Death spreading its wings, sneaking.

Like the traces on the snow, the infernal hours have passed,
But the fishy smell still lingers in your ash-grey hair.
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Mount Sanbang

I am drunk on licking the coral mountain,
An overturned towering cup of the gods.

In the womb of the corals Buddha takes shelter,
Awaiting spirits that never find their way home.

The wind blowing away silence.
Silence perching on the cliff’s stairway.

Down below, the stranded ark of eventide.
The light is laid-up. The sun drops his anchor.

A monk is building a sand temple by the sea
And burying an oar covered in moss.

“May a mouthful of your tears, Goddess Sanbangduk,
Ease the nightmares from the god-forbidden desires.”

Imagine she flies to the Sanbang peak,
To where the birds disappear.

Note: Mount Sanbang is located in Jeju Island, Korea.
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Samsunghyeol

Wavering and reverberating in the rain,
Your shadow floods the three holes of birth.

At the end of the rain, the seeds crack open.
A feverish light envelops the ground.

A thousand year of breeze seems to halt.
Words lose their wings and darts.

Vaguely you hear the heartbeat of the hours.
And you get sucked into the black hole of the past.

You watch the yellow typhoon swirls, sweeping the island.
Villages are stripped, fluttering and raving.

In the north, the peninsular shadows stand upright, alert.
A barricade of barbed wires guards the autumn gate.

“Our roots are ingrained deep into the head of the mountain.
But our ground is wavering and reverberating….
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Calligraphy

i

A footpath through the bamboo forest.
A snake coiling behind a rock.

ii

Hindered by the mountain, the wind swerves.
The trees stoop.

iii

Wooden monkeys strike the clouds.
Birds scatter away.

iv

The drizzle incising glisters on the bough.
The cherries fall.

v

The red sky descending on the lips.
A sword broken from cutting the water.
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Insomnia

   Iowa House Hotel

Do not open the door,
though lust and nausea
are knocking at you with unblinking eyes.

The witching hours. The night of groaning sacrifices.
The night that herds urban animals
to the slaughter house.

The black machine, the sooty pipes bellow.
A geometry engraved on the disc of the sun
floundering in the pale night-light.

An army of blind crows hits the outside wall 
and breaks a window. Alarm and sirens cry.
Choppers to and fro, fetching patients

like the shadow of the angel of death
that flashes, snatching lives
amidst the whiz of October wind.

Blindfolded, you gaze upward:
You can’t believe that God is squeezing the crusts of char
in a pot of shards.

Vans drive by, the dusty days
are lost in the labyrinth of mossy tunnels 
of your mind.
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The empty street with its clusters of wooden cabins
seems like God’s words stretching out to the savannah.
Forthright. Holy. Blindingly glistening.

For a while, pale as a corpse, my words tread on it:
staggering, losing directions, and breaking apart
at the doorstep that never stops cursing you.
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Ithaca

     Cornell

An asphalt road winding through the woods.
An arrangement of ropes in a ship 
stranded at the back of the hills.

The sky is smeared with ashes. 
A sea of leaves rotting on the skyline
as if eaten away by gangrenes.

The clock tower, like a spear in the air,
casts the shadows of the masts
over a stretch of wet grass.

For a while, a cluster of home islands emerges
on the horizon. Hazy and flickering. 
Cold as the glint of deceiving mirage.

The fingertips of the gray drizzles touch the bridge.
A tomb of the old watermills in a cliff cave. Spirits dive 
into the gorge of rapids, to the abyss, in search of the ocean.

But on the other side of the legend, beyond the ark of words,
the ocean evaporates. Constellations disappear. 
No one has ever returned from Troy.

Stark naked and glistering, salted in the sun,
the captain falling behind
is anchored sideways at a garden rig.
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Manhattan Blues

Overgrown with the tendrils of autumn
I come down from the seventh-floor paradise.

A phony traveler wandering through the cape
Hauling the hours and the clattering trees

As clear as the November crystals in a daze,
Eternal, in shopwindows at Lexington Avenue.

The blaring horns the wailing sirens piercing, one after 
another,
Gleaming, unsheathed by the midday rain.

Myriad beads of eyes, brown-yellow
Aridly scattered along the street. Abandoned

Like deserted mineral wells
After the caravans drained the gulf. And the tribesmen 
went down in defeat.

On the desert’s horizon, in a cape of another paradise, I see
The sun throwing down his rusty bronze armor.

The fire tower creaks and crumbles. The soot is licking its 
prey.
The ash rain chokes the canals of speech.

Ashen dust ashen wind ashen deserted flats
Roaming through the hollows of my bones.
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A pale face of a dervish disappearing from a balcony
For a moment grimaces in the dark currents of Hudson 
River.
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Pilgrimage

	 	 	 Spillville	–	Effigy	Mounds

Six stones to Meskwaki.
Six lashes of shooting water
Quiver on the autumn altar.

The daylight groans.
The wind swings his axe towards the prairie.
The drizzles ward it off.

Deserted houses.
A colony of ghosts with the martyrs’ names
At a monument’s crossroad.

Perhaps the village has fallen.
The cold permeates as deeply as faith
Absorbed by the dark veins of the oak wood.

The sculptural clocks betrayed by time.
The faces of the Twelve Apostles are sunk woefully
Entering a sculpture’s mouth.

Vaguely their litanies are still heard
Buzzing like the red forest bugs
Marching down the slopes of the hills

And flooding the hundreds of years old church vault,
The Dvorak’s black harmonium in the attic,
The sprawling gravestone crosses of the Slav immigrants 
in the yard.
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No mass for today.
The light is hiding.
The air is locked up in the casket.

The congregation has departed to the northeast,
Stumbling, climbing up the footpath on the hill,
Back to the lap of Mississippi.

A water cliff under the shadows.
Mounds of sacred tombs.
A cathedral for bears’ and eagles’ spirits.

The lost Redeemer is crucified on the altar.
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Autumn Libretto

  chit oo nyo & bounthanong xomxayphol

Mississippi just wants to sing, just wants to share
like Chit who often turns into Rama

when away from the piss stink of the Burmese prison, and 
dances
to the slam-bang rock ‘n roll, the music of the tractors

on the corn fields of Iowa, in the delight of the plaza
on a Saturday night, after two-three shots of dry tequila.

And with Jim Beam swimming in his blood 
Nong grumbled:

Bastard. What the hell do you know about music?
About a sweet river 

who likes to pour down money to make everyone happy 
and no longer be willing to go to war.

Bullshit. Whitman is long dead
and on the coast of Mississippi still you can see a shaman

flashing between the pillars of red cedars.
Red, loud men throwing their javelins. 

And the Meskwaki has to buy their own land
with a disgracing gambling house.
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Come on. Let’s go to Mekong.
No democracy there. And do, to your heart’s content,

suck in opium and the virgins!

   michael zeller

‘But who has not left?’ a crumpled man sighed
at the dock of Mississippi. His eyes wet from getting washed 
by Rhine:

We are old straw puppets. Wretched horses
That have lost their horseshoes and riders,

cursed to travel alone, forever
carrying a non-existing load.

The gods. They too have fled. But their footprints,
smeared in blood, are hunting me down here.

Look, Wagner is crouching in a shopwindow in Coralville 
Mall 
– Music of the Gods. Digital Stereo. The Gold Collection. 
Made in USA.

Insane. I am forever gone, but they
still feel insulted, severely wounded:

‘What? From Europe, you said?’ a Polish man stopped me
and grunted sardonically, ‘So now you think

Europe is Germany!’
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   narlan matos

Yeah. It’s screwed up indeed. Wherever I go
180.000.000 cannibals tail me.

Beating their ancestors’ drums
in the darkness of the Amazon jungles.

We are all ignorant animals, after all.
Our spit pollutes the rivers.

Here, I’ll baptize you into stone into onyx into gold
into Portuguese ships into Christ into lizard. Boom-boom.

Get drunk. Boom-boom. This is the northern hemisphere. 
Boom-boom.
The cold cracks the jaws. Boom-boom. But don’t 

burn me with wine or whiskey. Boom-boom. In Java House
they have poetry-flavored coffee. Boom-boom. They say 
the bitter tastes so good. Boom-boom.

Too bad no Javanese in there. Boom-boom. Let us party 
and make love
in the backseat of the car in the cinema in the dorms with 
wild cherry condoms

whilst chewing potato chips munching 3-minutes pizza
jumping up and down and screaming like crazy in the 
streets

on the benches in the football field and organizing
charity bazaars and carnivals and graduating and
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conquering the world. Boom-boom-boom…

   chorus

Go. Go away, Mississippi. Your singing is a waste.
Our eardrums are breaking, leaking out a slime of pus.

The nocturnal rivers behind the thicket of our chests
rumble, rattle, and the underground caves

crumble and collapse. Crumble and collapse.
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McBride

only the lake that sobbed 
when the blazing heat 
madly cut your pulses

your veins were eventually broken
crushed by the storm 
that had begun to rise 
shedding its leaves

a footpath of the leaves’ death was uncovered 
you walked through it

your pace
steadfast as the rocks 
resisting the blows 
of the summer’s hammer 

you wish you would slip 
from the cliff edge 
so the rushing waves 
could send your pulses 
across the glands of the water 

no boats will ever moor again
and those who have swum across 
will never return

nothing will be waiting at the end of this footpath 
but the fallen leaves with their veins broken
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the lake cries out
cursing the heat 
that unswervingly cut you 
one season ago
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Winter Dream in a Tropical Country 

On the icy surface of a dream 
that is about to die: 
I rise with a million sleighs 
surging in my veins. 

“But it’s a tropical country, Son. There is no winter here. 
The sun passes by, and then he becomes silent. He can 
never 
get back anything,” you denied, in vain. 

Perhaps you’re disappointed. 
For I can still recognize the fallen leaves 
that were decaying this early morning, 
the dim lights, and the shivering snow 
on the window. 

“But…

But since then, you know 
I could only hear such a crackling sound 
of roof tiles broken in every chest 
that the wet grass in the yard falls down instantly
as if it wanted to claim the cold traces of your feet 
that are getting away, like all the time you jump 
into my suffering eyes: 
when you resist your fear, when you wish to deny 
the wild hands of the clock
blinking on the snow. 
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Good night, Darkness, you whispered.   

Close your eyes. An odor of carbolic acid,
mingled with shadows, wafts through the dim wards,
cutting off the intravenous line. Is it an evil ghost, 
or your rough fingers that swing 
taking out the roots of my rose? 

Forgive me. But someone a bit wise, like a slaughterer, 
must set out to end your life before daybreak, 
before pain and bitterness start to scramble for your day, 
taking back the life you once blew into my heart. 
And the invisible moon cries deliriously in her deep rough 
voice, 
banging on your abdominal wall. 

Drunk on nightmares. Vomiting. Blood-soaked bitchy bed. 
Your eyes shut fast, and you watch a swarm of fireflies flying 
away. 
A harp is played faintly behind the clouds. 
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An Hour of Silent Conversation

an hour ago: 
silence came down trapping me tightly through the seconds 
that were dying
and tumbling down, slammed and scattered from the tip 
of my cigarette. 

you said he wanted to protect me from the slippery mouth 
of the rain, 
who loved to tell lies and sarcastically comment 
on my weaknesses as a man who…  

no! i just wanted to give you a warm greeting, while 
occasionally 
listening to the pounding of the blood jumping and 
dripping loudly 
amidst the silence of your poem. how the sound was
similar to mine.

but that was painful, rain. let Silence 
clear it up. 

gosh! 
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A Poem about Longing before the Rain 

Longing for you, my dear, I fly to the Milky Way.
I break through the swishing white ihram-like curtains,
your wedding gown flashing at the tents of the clouds. 
Arafat! Arafat! I exclaimed, but the mist quickly shrinks. 
The moon wrinkled. And a porcelain jar cracking in the sky, 
flaking and falling, bombards the ground 
with its thundering flames!

I fall over, my dear. I collapse floundering. 
I am the rainy pain that you scattered around. 
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The Sun

   Uluwatu, ceremony

If later 
the sun has set 
inside the blood; 
will he subside 
or become more intense 
stabbing the heart? 

And if the black bird in your veins 
screams softly, like a leaf 
that was accidentally stepped on 
by your rubber soles (this afternoon): 
What are you exactly 
trying to understand
here 
besides the ocean, Death 
and elevation? 

On the summit of the cliff, at the peak of its silence, 
one day you’ll see holy men sharing blood, 
sprinkling the olden sun 
that is getting more bizarre and brownish (on your eyelids); 
that is almost invisible, 
bewitched by a leaf falling 
and turning into spell, into weather, 
into a long scream 
that never stops making the flower bud in your palm 
suddenly bloom.

“How I really want to release the sun,” 
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you recalled, “from every beat of my heart, 
from all the dark beats waiting for him
behind the door.”
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Hospital in Meditation 

No more pain from you. 
The liquid secreted from my body all the time,  
so profusely eroding the bottom of your trenches, 
is never bored of anesthetizing my mortality. 

I say: No more!
Let me, that hospital, spell your name again: 
white hallways, air conditioned rooms, scalpels, 
whatever... 

as long as it’s not your pain
lurking behind me. 
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I Offer You 

I offer you an aspirin, empty bottles, 
and a patch of garden 
long abandoned by its pests.
Will I miss you, later 
when the wires of the telephone 
no longer keep our past converse, 
whilst from your icy breath dwelling in the rocks
the beat of time still wishes to say something 
about the dusk
falling through your arms.

Still I offer you again my eternity 
that floods and colors the ditch behind the hospital.
Even if, like the tear-like roses of your signs,
there is nothing but words, shattered glass, 
and a piece of poem that cannot possibly tell you anything 
worthy of the rocks.
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May

Dear, whose poem is it rumbling in the roar of my fingers
Setting out a thousand of thundering trains of the rain to 
a far cry?

Whose poem is it melted in our wet mortal bodies,
the cold museum’s walls, the lighthouses, the bells of the 
setting sun,
and our aches?

Whatever, my dear. Our biography, I know, 
will no longer be read completely. 

It will never be complete.
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Euthanasia 

like	the	tick-tock	of	the	old	clock	
screaming 
on the wall of the gas chamber 

Like this: 
history is always born on the altar 
in an old castle 
            besieged 
              by the mountains
                 of light. 

And that was how 
I took heart from the coldness of your neck: 
perseverance in the fragrant death, 
awe of the blood’s flow 
           which was pooling 
when the sacrament was completed 
and the thundering sound of the bells 
reminded me even more of the shadow 
of a far-off
god. 

Look. 
Half-illusion half-darkness: 
amidst the wreckage of the dome 
struck by the sun’s blade 
bad thoughts are painting the entire space: 
           black hooded people 
            their faces flushed with anger 
           tense 
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            gazing upward 
            their eyes bulging wide condemning the sky! 

Then perhaps you’ll see the remnant of my breath 
slowly rising 
greener
and aging 
in the dust. 

“But are these the only words you have about god, spirits 
and liberation? 
How about our future children 
who are spewed out by the sky 
on the altar, in an old castle 
after the weather is falling there?”

Yes, the eyes of children, the feeling of love, a world 
or is it a box of fortune 
                                      which comes late 
                         drowned by time 
in the middle of the swamp? 

(when “Life,” you admitted, “is becoming more and more 
a phrase 
that refuses to conclude.”)
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Talk Show

Oh,	Lord,	bury	me	here!

In blood, she painted a landscape: 
Electrical spots, burned garden, orgy atmosphere;  
an arable land 
full of golden trees 
since the time of Plato 
                                             Nietzsche 
                                                                  to Derrida 

But in this fever my dreams 
collapsed: 
slaughtered by the advertisement’s tongues, the scum of 
junk food, 
the hum of washing machines 
the house of ashes 
the nightfall ritual of the girls 
who hastily closed their curtains 
and rushed to fetch the plague,
                       epidemic 
by epidemic. 

Now what else is my pain? 
When the heaven only read on shopwindows, bottles, 
plastic bags: 
200 mg, 400 mg, 800 mg …
(along with Dior, Madame de Syuga to Ecstasy) 

What else? After we stopped at a café 
with its simple menu, its usual announcement:
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REALITY
IS THE ONLY REASON
FOR ANY
MURDER

Then a distant hole
or maybe an apple 
suddenly clogs the channel of her pulse 
and creates a Garden of Eden that is shivering in her eyes 
and turning into dusk
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Transfictional Suicide

Dear	Mon	Dieu
									My	God
        Tuhanku 

Alone,
amidst the rage of epidemic,
and 40% alcohol in my blood,
deep down at the bottom of my burning 
stomach
I found the reality of a country:
Cities full of refugee camps,
          farewell,
          pests,
          and a sense of hopelessness.
(All are no longer yours, Albert.
Sorry. Le	mythe	de	sisyphe, L’etranger, La peste
have long been disposed.)

And now,
from these slum areas, nasty alleyways, clogged drains 
to the barracks of the leftist guerrillas,
tottering,

I terrorize your world!
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And with a grenade,
a drop of champagne in the bottle,
and an injection of copulation morphine,
I celebrate my own funeral
(Listen, Albert, what a melancholy!) 

“Oui	oui,	c’st	la	verite,	e’st	une	scandale!”
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Vendetta

“The Lord has fallen.”

one after another
the roses shedding their jaws
their long stems hardened
their thorns stiffened

“My wound is the one on the tip of my childhood finger.
Pricked by my mother’s thorn, it bled.”

go naked
wait at the crossroad

kill whoever comes!
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A Dream in the Tram 

i 

With you, the dream finally came true: time stretching 
like railways; disasters, from afar, composing twilight: 
locomotive’s screech, electrical wires, platforms; pedestrian 
next to your sleep, and benches which were bored 
of stamping the time of departure. 

The station is everything. Yes, the station had offered me 
a new religion, the appearance of death, of the price of a 
trip, 
until we arrived in a city 
which often lulls the rain 
in the shadow of a palm garden. 

ii 
 
The dream has revealed portents: 
faces of lovers (before they committed suicide), mourning 
perfume, 
sad songs sung by a blind singer at the end of the aisle… 
– they’re all with you 
fleeting in the cracks of time, racing amidst the dull blue 
buildings 
with their own darkness in store. 

iii 
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At the lobby of the people’s house you kissed me, and said: 
“There is a baby bird falling from my nest. I’m sorry, I love 
him, 
apparently.”
Then your smile absorbed a thousand taxis, extended a 
range of numbers 
to my room 
– full of wasteful words: 
“A bit hot in here. Let’s have a bath, and make love,” you 
whispered. 
But where was your body? When you told me about mother, 
when we 
prayed, when we recited Koran under the blank stare 
of pilgrims in the past: “This is how we understand life!” 
(I nodded: yet did not understand) 

iv 

At the courtyard of a mosque, we took pictures. 
For what? 
To frame the memories of leaves, of taxis, of the minaret? 
Look. Look at the legend rotting along the wall 
while our dead bodies are floating, polluting rivers 
which feed millions of guests, like you 
who believe in the magic of lights 
and the mysteries poured by colorful stations. 

v 
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I glanced at my watch: yet I could not see the time.
But the thermometer measured me again, made me sit 
in a white room, full of windows 
: long history + prison; condom + ampoule 
on the edge of the table. 
You touched me, I was silent. Yet I followed your sick body 
dancing to the top of the monument. 
We heard the noise for days on end: shrieks of the sparrows, 
prayers poured on the tray, a petrified dinner 
on the bed, everything, my stupor…
“Shhh ... watch your step. Death is thickening on the glass. 
Don’t you realize that the painting has faded away?”
I simply laughed, again I did not get it. 
Then politely I stole your mouth 
for sucking the whole emptiness of time 
before the morning breaks 
when we (likely) know 
: we never go home!
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Memoir in the Window 1

A glimmering stair of light, my dear,
has sucked you back into the tower.
Even seasons have never stopped by there. Neither have 
birds.
Yet still you mark the moral lessons of the weather, the trees,
the fences, and the road blanched in the window,
though you see no mist among them,
though you know you have long been bored,
longing to forget them as soon as you can.
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Memoir in the Window 2

Even in the patience of the estuary when it gives in to the 
ocean
you still shed tears when you remember your silent voice 
turning into scratches on the sides of a boat
like pieces of rock scrambling to cave in to the shore’s cliff. 
“That is where our lives set off to climb!”
but you were busy playing water all night 
until the sand and the sea foam in your shoes were also 
carried away,
far, far away breaking through your heart’s swirling waves, 
until the trees collapse celebrating the falling branches
celebrating the falling twigs celebrating the leaves of your 
body,
the time-flickering leaves
scattered against their own will
in front of the window. 
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Metamorphosis of Dry Leaves

Maybe we have no right to lament dry leaves falling drizzly,
tossed around by the sweeping wind.

Just like us, they knew about something:
the dusk reconciling himself with the dusty earth.

So was there anything missed by the mist of leaves this 
morning
when the rustling wind failed to reach the twigs 
which were dreaming of the wrinkled earth, of the dead 
grass,
of everything that hold our reign up here 
: Your silent fall.
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A Morning Epilog

In the gloomy morning light
I guess some leaves shall fall and turn green once more, 
Then the tick-tick sound of the drizzles, 
The voice of dark evenings which often collapse 
Striking bodies which have fallen asleep, 
Will spread an ocean on Your bed. 

Amidst the uniformed crowd 
I heard your stammering whisper: 
“We want to pack for a quiet shore. 
Look at our bleeding hands after a long battle
In your fairy-like forests with their magic spells 
That transformed howling wolves into watchdogs!” 

Now I guess again when the time comes 
The pier can only love one season like we do 
That is when the tides outstretch toward the north 
And the children are running down 
Cheering a thousand painful boats
Stranded at the front door of your house. 

But hopefully it’s just my thoughts wandering too far along 
the sea 
Until my eyes are no longer able to hide 
From each signal, memory, or storm warning. 
So politely I learn to take heart from the sky 
With its starlight that is keeping my heartbeat 
In secret. 
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Journey to the Edge: Meditation

All of a sudden our faces are full of fog 
And fall apart amongst the cliffs, the rippling water, and 
The electricity poles tremblingly sustaining the empty sky. 
We are piled like summer leaves and we tumble down,
Burned by the grandeur of the garden lights. 
And the greenish smoke of garbage rotting in the breezeway 
Is our childhood stopover blowing up again 
And scattering over the rocky paths, 
The sand pools, and the ravines
Of dark memories. 
But time always knows: 
In front of the door, we lift our eyes up to the sky, 
Staring numbly at the insect-laden evening. 
And we imagine that the stars will collide at night  
Before they fall into pieces and disappear across the river, 
Absorbed by Your shadow that rains down like a shot
On the ruins of every tree.
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Sharp Corals

If someday You land my blazing forehead on Your sharp 
corals
let me burn the yellowed seasons  
along the oasis we created. 
Then listen to the harmonic vibrations of our ages. 
Listen to their bray roaring like the sails 
whipped by the storm of the southern sea 
when the dawn is flaking and its first glow crackles 
and the white night hatches out from the womb of the torn 
heaven 
shedding 70,000 shadows of wingless butterflies.
Are they the slithering creatures 
sucking the nectars of Your heart 
every second 
along the tent of my faith in You? 

The sun is still gazing upward.
How bad his precipitous dome 
insists on perpetuating bird omens even more. 
Like in the olden days 
only the scent of Your hair burns up my neatly mended 
clothes,
so that no one would have a sense of being. 
How deep the dagger has stuck in the chest of our love 
affair
and growing rusty 
sharpening my corals
as incisive as Yours!
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Terra Incognita

Standing between the light poles,
I heard the wind blowing,
driven out by the rustles.
Its cold had bowed before the door.

The rain began to fall, 
greener,
and Your old roar became even louder,
and the letters of My heart
  
became silent,
every meaning was shot shut,

in the land devoid of light
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Unnoted Rain

When the rain subsides 
Our drenched memories will blow
And our boat will sail. 
Along the canal, while passing through the old godowns 
Our eyes are wet 
Longing to see the light. 

“There’s a color of tears winking on the horizon afar,” we 
thought. 
At that time we surely remembered the bad breath 
From the mouth of a coquette.  
At the age of twelve she completely buried 
A long line of rainbow notes 
In her arid and enslaved womb. 
Perhaps we feel sorry, and we may even feel thirsty 
And quietly fancy the dusk’s vapors dripping down from 
Her green body, falling slowly, like the rain
That does not always end up piteous 
Or asking a question: 
“When this body is tired of dancing, Sir, is there any boat 
still moored alongside the wharf?”
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Ash Procession: Coda

“Isn’t it in vain that he descended 
to eternalize the shadow of his soul 
in the shade of pine’s arms?”

Thus 
the cloud preached to the crowd 
carrying the deceased in a procession 
when a young woman disappeared 
amongst a mound of funeral flowers.  

Indeed, it is grief 
that returns ashes to dust! 

Our dust, our ground 
where crystal tears 
turn old
and suddenly evaporated

one second 
before the silence comes 
to the grave’s border.
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Inferno

When the skyline is taking shape, you and I
will surrender. Our hips destroyed. Our marrow entering 
the fire
with the bellow of a black bull.

Then you are burnt and I am char.
Then we are ashes.

The ritual reaches the water. Months
of water. The scent of moss builds a temple
from the debris of salt and the light of a dead body.

Then the magick rumbled all night long will return
to penetrate the ground. Fusing. And soon there will be a 
bell,
the echoes will lull the myrtles at the top of the hills 
after the rustles and the sweat are destroyed,
hit by the hurricane from Heaven: a ruthless throne
red-purple

Destroying. Slamming
you and me, once again, down to the field

of fire ants. Savage. Violent. Holy.

O Mighty One!

He has saved this delight, this wretch,
so many times, from fear and doom.
 
“For God sake. What for?”
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Dragon

Fly. Pounce on me in your delirium!

Dragon: as light as war commands, billowing all evening,
the metallic clatters of the battling days in the sky. 
I see the shields of the firmament lie strewn. 
Wings. A pair of oars swung hard

shoving a silver mortar splintering towards you, nervously
nudging the overcast, the sinking skyline, groaning
like the sails of rain, fully unfurled, slapping against the 
scum 

which is sometimes boisterous, other times hesitant, and 
vanishing
or pouring down, reddening the suns of my eyelids 
that float at a pole height
on the mild back of the sea.

Suns:
The rustling mirrors of inner voice.
Spittle of sand spouted
from the beaks of the blind birds
that have escaped from
the damp, from the angst
of the olden lights
and the waterlogged scales 
on your ankles.
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Deep down in my heart you drown, grimacing and roaring
in the sleep of someone lying on the tide. Her naked body is
gleaming, floundering, bathed in salt, and you seize

her glands with the mossy fangs in your mouth.
The eye of the hook is terrified 
imagining the quivering jaws: how the gums crack

and the lips are ripped from licking the gripping joy of life. 
The tongue’s delight dancing, flying high, grasping the 
warm veins.
The inner voice thrusting your heart with a pirate’s spear.
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1920 Saka 

happy to visit you

sitting still
i watch the orion 
slipping out of the orbit 

how do I bear it? 

from the embankment of your eyelids
still wet 
you growl 
 deciphering the traces 
 in the mud

where has it collapsed
 what for
  how do I bear it 
  and hope you wail 

but no

“The dams of the years cracked in my chest. 
The water is rumbling violently 
 up to the waist
flooding the nocturnal fields 
of the gods.”

fields of the gods 

sores 
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the bug rain has fallen 
 to visit them
happy

the sighs of the trees’ roots 
 pulled out of the ground
stretch out to the air 

fiery red tongues 
furling the day

with her eye closed
the moon thrusts her ribs 
into your chest

you gasp and shake 
like the bell of a holy man 
at that crossroad

eternally calling you 
 when you sleep
reaching out 
 for your spirit 
  snapped out 
  of your body

happy that I still bear it
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a drape of wet cloak 
of a black bird 
perching on my chest
 since nightfall
suddenly chatters 
with the creaks of the kitchen’s door

the skeleton of the fallen orion 
 is burying you 
in the forest of mantras.
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A Souvenir from Engtay

this is farce 
why are you shuddering?

on a scrap of blue sky
a ripped crumpled rag
 in a whisper
you carve your name
 your destiny
cold as the stains 
on the sheet
red
drying out:

I	committed	suicide.	
The	wind	was	fierce.	
And	my	fever	was	high.	

Maybe	it	was	just	the	season.	

Blinded.	
Or	enraged	because	I	didn’t	wear	a	uniform.	
Not in the same costume 
as	the	mask	of	virtue	they	approve.
Not	the	same	as	wrecked	bodies	they	shoved	to	my	nose.	

Almost frozen
I	was	done
but not for them…

a regular show 
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tragi-comic 
melancholy again and again

since then
in flocks 
lustful neighs 
had been clinging on your nape 

the horseshoes of the solar plexus
from Gobi
roamed the blazing storm 
that rolled forth and licked wildly

the storm the tails were whizzing
snatched the living flesh 
like you 
 who rushed market booths
 shophouses
 canopied waterbed in the attic
where you
gasping
hastily put on your corset

sweating
 waiting for your groom
getting prepared 
for your most beautiful moment

when from the desert
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 galloping
  light as smoke
a marching legion of unshod pirates 
besieged the enemy

shouted
cursed
kicked the latched door

and pissed the marble floor
the tumbled altar of a goddess

and without throwing their armors
without badges on their arms
they wrenched you

with their mouth-hoes scraping
their crackled jaws creaking 
snapping the rein
the bridle

til’ they stumbled
hit by their lava bursts

fainting
coming round
and starting again

one after another

again and again
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they carved the same mark
 a centipede tattoo on the milky skin
 jade-colored
 green-blue

but you did not scream
did not fling your arms 

except that since then
the stains on the sheet
red and drying out

and a scrap of crumpled curtain 
of the blue sky
lie strewn

whisper a pricking serenade
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The Pulsar

The wind. For days what he was confronting
was the wind. He heard its flutter: Eight diabolical eyes
shaking up the torches of banana leaves 
in the middle of the night.
“Is it their whips that I believe
or the torture of a speck of stingray-tailed star
at the naked cliffs?” 

Shallow hole. The sand-tide whirling into storm. Mounds 
of filth
and rainbow, bones, a woman’s broken spine, were all
he confronted. All that remember him.

At the bottom of his sleep, that furnace of torment, he 
heard something floundering.
He heard someone calling him a traitor. Vindictive light
fastened the sovereignty-lead to a brittle shirt, before the 
humus
and the twigs got destroyed by the heartbreaking howls of 
the mole-crickets
leaving burnt streaks in the sky.

That night he remembered someone was humming, from 
the barrack, curling up
and rolling in the stoning rain of pickaxes, sprawling with 
the scream 
of sacrificial animals, the last pounding of the veins
crammed in your mouth.

What can you believe? Human,
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dwarf stars with stingray tail, 
or graves of decayed gums
gaping lustfully 
at the naked cliffs.
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Banaspati

bastard 
you are the beast 
stung by tentacles of fire 

with heretics and swine 
you rattle and dance in the blood

probing the circulatory lines 
of the dead cells 

inhaling the toxic fumes 
from the abscess 
of my seething crater

the prophet wants to slay you
he is excited and infuriated 
because you kindle 
the luminous green rage 

that sparkles in my eyes like planktons 
like battalion of fireflies 
struggling to get out of the darkness 
that caps the mound of the twilight sun

though you have no phosphorus
though you’re not a pirate 
that creeps in the waters to find prey
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though you loathe the fire 
 that drills the heart at its headspring 
with its auger snout 
glowing atrociously 

til’ the heart leaks 
immune 
to the prophet’s curse
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Dead Moon Procession

A stone stairway
                                  A wedding altar of the sun and its offerings
In the navel of the god. 
                                               Down below
The ritual begins:
                                    Nine dead moons
Wrap their sashes
                                     Around their swelling, wriggling hips 
Running into me.
                                     Down below:
                         The light, milks of light
Hanging from the eyelashes:
                                                         The eagle swoops down
With a pair of its dark wings
                                                        And it rages
Clawing at the cage of lust.
                                                      Tighten up, you snuffle.
Shake it, sway it, you scream:
                                                          Far, far
From the untouchable chasm.
                                                            In its navel:
Trails and tears tread one over another
                                                  Crushing the soul
                                                             Under your soles:
                                                                                                 I vanish
Lost in the terraced stones:
                                                       A soaring precipice
Drawing you around a circle of fire.
                                                                      Your body is sanctified:
I vanish.
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Anima Mundi

Sultry. Stunned, I am off my guard.
The dry feet of a woman
Swung in my mind. 

A woman whose bones are slamming and crackling 
as she carries on her head 
the shrine of the sun:

An offering of sandstones 
decked on her head
crushing you, squeezing you
into dregs which for years
have survived the muttering, scorching heat.

Wash your eyelids, you dust. 
Years of life, decks of dirt
peel her ripped skin.
Choked throat.
Ropy shoulder blades. 

Even her mind
only a wheezing breath 
that refuses to shatter.

Act.
Revolt.
Open your mind.

No, you retort.
No need to quarrel:
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Save your resentment.
I wish one day they would bless me
 to bless you to cast aside your remorse
searing your unfortunate birth. 
Because the light of day
 can never be brighter 
cannot be wearier 
than a handspan of shadow. 
Just a reach out 
from perpetual exhaustion.

No?
But who could have the heart
to squeeze you out 
and let you crush 
the stones? 

Year in year out
boiled in such aches. 

A whole life
you thrash sandstones
under the scorching heat 
which smothers and hacks
your skull. 

And the pair of dry feet is stumbling
slamming at arranging a shrine 
for a smiling fat god 
who snores
 curling up 
 in your stomach.
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No one, you retort. 
Smiling.
Seeming happy.

No one but you, me, us, them...
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Dancing

Your back,
the ringlets of the rain hanging loosely.
A deep chasm of the night glowing brightly
burned by the firestorm of your dance.

“Drink me, swallow me.
Stab me with the passionate body in your grip
a little more pain. A blazing red stallion
roars, licking my squirms.”

On your back he writhes. You stomp
raging with impassioned snorts.
A thousand worms are gnawing the veins: 
a tangle of bruised roots of an old banyan tree. 
At its end 
a stem of a bloodless heart shudders 
at a glimpse of angels 
flashing in the bush. 

The seeds scream
with eyes glaring open
strangled by a desire
to commit suicide.

A little more pain
the storm will sink in your back.
The nocturnal chasms will be swelling,
panting, soaked in the light:
A drizzle of wood ear mushrooms, iron rust
and yellow butterflies.
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Requiem 1

my words a gaping grave
crushing the flowers
rancid and fractured

later when i die 
the scent will rise

stirring
hissing

plucking off the tendrils 
of nocturnal trees

stripping the graves 
of tiny creatures 
like you who crouch 
in an unimaginable darkness

powerless to escape 
my merciful stare
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Requiem 2

no
don’t touch our peaceful souls 
in the stillness of this abyss

don’t let your ruthless anguish 
saw off the cheerful beaks 
of the birds whistling 
in the shrubs at night

when the veins are torn 
ripped by the midday heat 
or the loving look 
of a man and a woman 
stealing a glance 
with probing eyes
 we just want to die 
 and reborn with fiery fangs 
 pecking at the mounds of inner eyes
 and overflow from resonating holes 
 in your hills of metaphors

we know your power 
but we’re afraid of being trapped 
in the wretched pit of words
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Peninsula

The sun,
a yellow lion roaring,
groaning, grasping the dark flesh of the firmament
of my shaken memory. At the tip of the peninsula
the sky’s eardrum is flaking off, scratched by the soft nails
of the past hours of your quivering stare 
that cast the shadow of the dusk over my eyes 
and drag the fishy smell of your agony
panting with corals and thick-broad betel leaves,
sucking the time!

Be quiet, sweetheart, don’t you rave no more.
I hate being stunned when I watch the whiskers
of your light hanging from the sky, 
leaping up and fraying in the sand. 
My memories are slipped. 
A bushel of the last hot clouds
is soaked into the dark shoulders of the women 
who are asleep near the sea –
those who call my nickname in amazement, who love
the quiet sun at the bottom of my heart; 
the dumb stone, the wretched reef, badly wounded,
insist on watching you while you boil me up 
from the soaked bygone days, carving the water’s skin
as cold as your touch.
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Neck

sleep
let me drunk with the roots 
and the maggots

the sound cuts through the rind of the earth
and gnaws the tombstone of your chronicle 
engraved with your soul

i sip the carcass wine 
from the stomach 
of an old well

i walk tottering 
through the slimy worm tunnel 
reverberating like a midnight bell 
calling me to pray in your gaping neck

but the mossy muscles of my hands are sweating 
and creeping on the machete hilt

creeping on the bowels 
of sacrificial animal 
and the beheaded monument 

– the relatives of the darkness 
buried in the dusty clouds 
of your eyelids
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and a whiz of rancid smell 
bursts out of the fountain’s lips 
that taste the sap of flowery words 
in the spring of tears.

go to sleep
your grief is pointless

there are no corpses
no inscribed tombstones

there is only me 
who plunge headlong 
into daydreams of snoring neck 
that arouse the roots and the maggots 
 in your Adam’s apple 
and sneak into your dreams 
and strangle you 

and make you panting 
choked 
and spew the screams 

of the flesh 
of the bones 
of the blood: 

“he came to cut you! 
that night he came to mutilate you!”
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Vein

you call her 
a blood vessel

but she’s a cursed river 
lost in the flesh

she loves seducing you at night 
inviting you to lay with her 
through the ripples of moans 
rushing out from a dream 

forcing you to weep 
on her desolate bank

she knows you can’t stand 
the sound of the water screaming 
in search of a source

lamenting the roots 
tumbled on the stream

you call her a vein
but her tendrils are alive 
with greenish winged rocks 
dispelled from a pasty mind

you tremblingly read 
the calligraphic names 
bobbing in the ripples
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cold sweat streams down 
the scales on your waist
slips on your hip
falls in drops 
and kisses the sunflower 
ensnared in the nets 
of your waning shadow

waiting for the season 
to end

a feverish light is rumbling 
in your heart

but you say nothing of the rain
and you fear the thunder

you don’t know that in the dark 
the river stretches out her trunk 
and coils around you 
while you’re asleep
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Mahasukka

on your hip 
a dozen wings 
want to flicker

the lightning bugs are flying
  turning
 buzzing
  flooding

 don’t stop
 don’t stop

catch them right away
crush them
smash them

til’ they turn into the scream 
of the rainbow 
lying in a swoon 
in the lake

shattered
scattered

flailing for the bloody roots 
of the blistered Lotus 
 gasping for breath 
jerking from being swarmed 
by the souls coming and going 
 in waves
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crushing the thrown knees leaping 
   raging 
  exploding 
 thudding in pieces 
whirling in a seething chasm
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The Phallic Panorama

   The Lighthouse

to the sea
death whistled down the mist

the lights faded
in vain

don’t say my name 
and your name will vanish
forgotten
swept by the rampage 
of a thousand sharks 
braving the waves that 
swerve 
 sweep
  swoop down 
  on my flaring life 
for a want of uprush 
in the veins

   The Tree

fine
if death still frowns
greet him
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grab him by his hand
hold it
give it a tight shake 
to bid an absolute farewell

send kisses for the rain
the evening comrades
 the crickets
 the pond
 the howling from the sky

hurry
hurry

dress up your leaves & twigs
 your pistils-petals
 your bole & boughs

rid them 
 of the worms
 of the ants
 of the bats 
 of the parasites

drive off the birds
summon the soil 
 the moss 
 the crowbar 
 the axe 
 the spade 
 the hoe 
and the digger
don’t forget
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shut your eyes
spit: 

tear up my roots as you please!
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Ubud Fountain

call me a stone 
fondle me 
chisel me

your blood-smeared palette
your heretical brush
in the heaven of tears
of a clogged fountain

o face
don’t whip your wry look 

here 
souls scream from getting flushed 
with palm wine 

the only sun only shadow 
 seething
clacking
 flickering
shivering

remove the blanket of the sun god
the ashes of the dead
the magic spells
the quivering itch of a deaf maiden 
 lying naked
  challenging
   daring
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hissing-clock coconut glands brassiere dust cassettes books 
dancing lawar charm navel offerings semen swastika 
banyan beer wind wishful-thinking $ dirt loneliness cows 
nervousness wrath     

see? 
the flowers on your ears are choking
 suffocating
the petals forget the stem 

thighs are straining
shaken by the root 

skin of the soil
skin of the flesh 
skin of the blood

self: 
a skeleton tree 
tumbling down

you hear the cheerful sound 
of a swarm of ants 
like the snore of pigs sleeping
slumped in their dung
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gongs 
              bells
creaks  
              whistles
chuckles 
                   horns 
                                barks 
                                             incantations    
                                                                       kleng 
                                                                                  kleng 

please, mister, take pity on our gods!

but don’t ever get mad
spit

all of us
are our own masks
sleep-walking
sleep-talking:

call us iron
 mould us
  wrought us
into a heaven’s fountain
of your insipid tears
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Numinosum Concerto

you
the dry twig lying in that towering temple 
can only weep in anguish

last night you saw my body struck by the lightning 
glowing and flailing before it tumbled

but the fire was unwilling to touch you
death couldn’t slaughtered me to the hilt
and the luster of the swollen lakes on your body 
vainly trickled the star crusts 
playing a mourner for me

now rage has dissipated
storm dispersed

only the pungent smell of the loose hair 
aggravates the horrible whistle of a trembling prinia 
shredding its singed feathers 

shedding your name 
before it stumbles 
over the cliff’s jaw
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Amor Fati

Gazing at you in astonishment, the bleary eyes
suddenly flicker: a faint flutter in the tempest 
growling horridly, troubled, like delirium 
in a feverish night, a muffled blanket, a shattered pottery, 
the wretched language of refugees’ thundering veins.
 
Your fateful voyage, the nice smile of a prophet. 

A little girl in a red coat fell at the city square, uncomplaining, 
got up and ran among the agonized crackles of the dragged 
bones
of the Jewish setting out, gazing upward, most of whom
did not return, never returned: crushed and crumbled
in the concentration camps.

A red coat, a little girl running, sneaking
behind the rug, into the wings of the mist. 
She tried to hide like a prayer, to pronounce quietly a dire 
portent,
a dire sentence, like “Mom, Dad, I got strangled!”

Turn out the lights, Mom, and see
how my resplendent light is drunk joyfully,
dancing around, burning the candles 
of your trembling eyelids 
that call out to the ecstatic blue sky:

   Who is whistling
   at the violent chasm 
   of the inner-eye?

Mourning for you in astonishment, the steps struck 
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by the thumping shoes, the humming rancid wind, 
the scent of ammunition, a cracked forehead
wrapped in a red coat, you did not respond. 

Put it out, Dad, let it go.

The eyes, a glass eyetooth staring at me.
The heart, a terrifying sun.

But a flying ant, my girl, always fails in cheating death
out of your ghastly gaze.
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The Hand

Tumbling. The wailing walls of your flesh collapsed!
 The midrib of the hand you slit, not lowing, one day
 Will be anchored, gripping the silent slopes
 Of your memory.
At night, in its effort to plunge into your vortical heart, the 
hand pounds
 Rustling as it slides down the blood valley and its  
 gorges 
 Deep and hollow like the throaty well 
 Of the subconscious.
In the well, you grumble, the mysterious lines of fate, 
meandering
 On the palm greasy with the concern for the kitchen  
 fume
 Will wake to taste the dark. They’ll grope for a cleft,
 A crevice in the sandstone, the roughest rock axe
Where you, where I
 Are crushed. Panting in exhaustion
 The sunken necks of your fingers are agape,
 Flailing. The blunt fist of the past,
A bruised icon wearily dragging us 
Who have lost our grip.
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A nightmare of dancing muscles. Itchy. Malicious muscles
Punching the mounds of time. And you?
The drops of a dozen sun-pestles
Are hatched on your weathered eyelids, and they hack your 
skull 
That screams in vain like a wasted constellation,
A gigantic black hole, a horrifying burrow of ruthless light 
Sucking the ripe breasts of a woman, the fragrant slices of 
bread 
 Sandwiching misty drizzle
 Squeezing sandstone pillar
As firm as your masculine arms. A handful of salt on the 
furnace-bed,
A replica of soul, imprints a face beyond imagination.
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Postcoitum Concerto

“Strange. I still had a dream, just now. I was on a trip
with a devil whose appearance is as ruthless as you. 
Wandering around
to watch a pale row of sleeping trees, dead bodies,
fire-vines from eerie abysmal gardens
changing their scent and temperament. 
More insipid, blearier, they made us cry,
ripped in the passion of seething lips
that never pause from kissing.”

Breathless. Just now I saw the grimace of the storm
thrashing your sunbathed beaches. Wings writhed in agony,
the curves of your naked locust-body
were jolted on fire.

“It was strange, indeed. But my bones
were nearly crushed from longing for you. Not scorning,
not cursing, just singing:

O love, the murky drop of our marrow,
the giddy hours waltzing their way,
why do they threaten to kill me…
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Just now:
Crows flapped away in a flash.
Whizzing metals in a battlefield.
Faint rumbles of frayed flesh-sacks:
A theater of souls. Scattered fat
only survived in a spectacle:
A rancid dance on the back of a machete.
Craters of blood:
Where else do I trace
the long road
of your groans?

“But my spirit was yearning for nothing,
just now.”
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From the Dim World 

Kiss my breast for the last! 

You stung. The sting of desire
left no traces on the window. 
The chamber blurred. Even our panting 
dissipated in a blur. 

The winged cold sneaks off 
crawling the battered cliffs 
of your ribs of my ribs
in an underwater earthquake. 

Kiss my breast, you stung, and 
hold on there! 

Sobbing 
struck by a bruised midnight lantern, 
I want to hide on its peak. 
Asleep for a moment. Rolling myself 
in the weaver ants’ burrow 
like a yellowing banana leaf 
dried by time and its caterpillars. 
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Hold on. 
Let me embrace your worldly grief
 The antennae of mist  The scent of semen 
 The blue beaked craters in the water
with entangled cries. 
A pair of my arms is paddled away 
to the cleft of the valley, wandering like the wall 
of a grand old palace, and being slaughtered 
like the fate of a prophet 
who was crucified on the altar 
of a marketplace: 
I am the victim 
and the hero 
without war drums. 

Sailing through the dim chamber of your world, O Soul,
surrounded by the sea of barking village dogs,
I feel the wise silence of a bullet 
dwelling in my mind:
Not spurning Not cursing Awaiting 
the time to explode. 
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Teardrops 

oops! 

one more syllable may be enough 
to persuade the rain that lunges quietly 
from the mouth of the strait 

the sea is shimmying like a whore 
swishing her transparent half-slip 

the strings of the storm 
 tightened in the blood 
moaning 

they want to sing
in a louder voice
they want to do a little petting 
more painfully 
with your lascivious mind 
glowing faintly 
combing the whiskers of the mist 

so that it can continue to flap 
and to surge like wet wings 
in the bruised deck 

the lips of the sky chuckle 
when the seething mind eject sun-beads 
melt instantly when they reach 
your anterior fontanel 
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one more syllable, oops! 

and the schooner of your eyelids 
will be sinking
o lord

unable to sail 
through the heavy drops 
of my weather 
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The City Park Plaza and Twilight Fantasies

One fine day
at the city park plaza: 
You felt the beats of the dim lights
and the rumble of the twilight mouths 
kissing passionately in the sky. 

Their bruised arms were stretching, 
pouring wine from the top of gloomy buildings. 
But you were tired of picturing
all: 

shaky sky-high pillars 
searching for echoes
of the mourning ghosts

the	world	of	motion	
like	cracked	earthen	wings	
of	a	thousand	birds	

(calm down, calm down o my rushing heart  
which couldn’t wait to plunge into the mouth of a cascade) 
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Colorful balloons & shirts  Fragments of poems & 
disasters
flapped the fragrance of our childhood powder into the air. 
How close that heaven is, you said. 
How fast
                  The twisted sunken light 
bobbing amidst the laughter 
strokes the pain  
of the stones. 
Is it an arterial dagger?
Is it rainbow? 

No, you said, it’s not. Look at the
beautiful blots of the fireworks 
tattooing the azure. 
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The Mossy Face 

Your gaze kisses the scent of the rain 
in my body. 

Cold sweat drops off in the glass. 

The scent of the moss 
and the light suspended in the air 
like the pulse of the pond 
you dig from the heart 
of the past. 

The amber color
in a public park with a statue of a woman 
sobbing, looking at the twilight birds folding their wings 
swooping fast, pooping on her cracked green forehead. 

(fierce winds 
climb up the poles 
tens generations
and my knees 
are deeply dug 
penetrating into the root burrow) 

                                                        It’s up to you. Is it my eye socket
or the crackling of my blood 
                                                         that you choose? 
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In front of the moss-faced mirror: 
Stare at the furious wild fowl floundering, twisting around 
the celestial sphere. The dying desert dust. 
Don’t blink. Don’t read your mind 
vainly revolting against the horror inside. 
Scary moves of the fighting cocks 
bounced off by Death. Heads cracked. 
How do you cry over the screeching 
of the lives that are choked to death? 

(Again, I remember your stare. 
Occult motion of the red moon. 
Exhausted bodies on the ground 
spilled by liquid mush 
flowing from shaking mouths) 

Your curse. You. 
Release! 

And watch your kiss burning the sparkle of the last dew 
when the howls of the dogs scrambling for mates 
start to collapse, reddening the stream of water 
from the navel of the woman in the pond. 

In delirious raving
the mossy face widens her eyes in the middle of the night 
and gently touches her cracked forehead, her Death 
to the tops of the lotus flowers. 
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Eros 

In your body: 
                            The little hills, 
The old Ketapang trees, 
                                                The slippery forking road  
Writhing, 
                     Licked by the gloomy smell 
Of the salt ponds: 
                                    The humid steam in the cracks 
Of the rotten wood, 
                                        The ruined huts, 
                                                                           The ivory tongue 
of the sun 
Carving the earth 
                                     With barefaced 
Audacity. 

At twilight, 
Fascinated by the pure sighs of the masculine wind 
Grabbing the top leaves of the young green sugarcanes, 
The negligent angel comes down 
To the unmapped area. 
Without wings, 
He is chased away 
To collect the painful remains of the day,
To stumble in Adam’s path 
Along the black depressing sand, 
Among red clusters, 
Halfway dark, 
Giant umbrellas, 
Furious banners, 
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And days passing 
In gloom and grey. 
And the remaining skylight
Shivers from the ghosts of the martyrs 
Who were killed with gaping wounds on their bodies.

The angel, 
More cruel than stoners, 
His dying eyes, you see, 
Are sliced by the wild dogs. 
Twenty-four dagger-like jaws barking ferociously,
Drooling rancid mucus, 
More rain than yesterday’s storm 
That spat sand-ships as it please
To the seven-colored rainbow. 

With short scream
Thrown to the air 
From the hiding hole in the battlefield 
In the garden bushes: 
On its forehead you see the stars 
Running around. 
Luminous butterflies 
Fleeing to the sky, 
                 The flying spears of the spirits 
Humming like insects
Reddening the rough bark of the trees. 

The burnt aroma of the roasted flesh, 
                                                        The wide open ditch 
                     Flooded with fragrance 
Of gaping flesh. 
The glowing death is like a candle in the middle of a party. 
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And as if the gentle hand of the horizon, 
He rises to guide you to the gate: 
The birth explosion, 
                                         The meeting of day and night. 

“My pigeon, 
If one day you decide your way back home 
Or a route 
Taking you to the morning, don’t hesitate!
Just remember the clear ripples that glittered 
In my last cry. The retina 
That insists on watching the light of the harbor, 
The little hills, the old Ketapang trees, 
The coiled forked tongue 
Of the snake
Embracing it... 
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Sindu 

Nothing fishy 
On the petals of your beaches, Sindu. 

The last tourist has passed 
With her   little dog that
Seemed tired; 
Staggering
Perhaps a bit drunk 
And sometimes shivering. All day. For hours 
Poured by the swash of waves that overflows 
the clumps of ash: 
The burning colony 
under the bruised wick. 

What are we waiting for? Is there anything else 
you want to believe? 

Sleepy eyes in the wind. 
Cold lips. And the remaining desire 
that squirts 
from a shaky can 
of sanded beer.

Your sun is severely wounded, my Queen. You know. 
Though you see no tears and drizzle. Nothing fishy 
has ever touched this brownish crotch. 
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And indeed: 
You are not playing sad music. 
Ecstatic lyrics. 
Anxiety about the groaning twilight 
that pushes viciously 
and rushes to take the blue lights away
soaring high 
flying to the stairway 
of the sinister 
sky. 

Indeed. 
But what is it that smells burnt? 
Silver scales that explode in 
the night sky? 
The fear 
which survive like the wings 
of seabirds that are shocked 
and afraid of seeing 
the claws of your waves
ready to pounce? 

But 
whose
burning smell
is this. 
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Die Fanatiker Sind Mude 

born	from	fire	
like a fairy
she grew up 
watching	over	dreams

Having a bath at the sanctuary
The guardian spirits beat their drums. 
Aromatic roots, cold ash seeds 
Sharp like the gaze 
Of a razor blade. 
And the holy men suddenly 
in trance  shivering hard 
falling down on the wet ground 
asking for flowers. 

The shoots of Gayam trees.
The moon leaves nothing but her scales. 

But you still don’t get it. But the wind 
is getting colder and it’s no longer possible for you
to dare to ensure: 
Will the disaster subside soon
or all the grief has to be paid off 
struck by its wild spark! 

Grudge of butterflies. 
Incense. 
Old pregnant sky.
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“If one day I die, 
who would be willing to sprinkle rose water 
over my frozen body?”

The birth knocks on the door. But 

Nothing 
Is
Certain

Then you imagine the holy men start to dance 
praying for your long life so that later you will yearn for
the fragrant water, the fish jerking and squealing softly
when you eat
their offspring. 
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Holocaust in the Estuary House

silence 
has	died	
in my estuary 

Before nightfall, along with the cold 
and falling twilight pillars, you say your prayer; 
you pray for the wind, the rumbling waves, 
the masts gazing upward 
when the noisy birds are squealing in the air 
(as if they want to tear the sky apart). 

messiah, 
don’t	you	see	those	wings	of	the	gulls	have	been	ripped? 
(wounded,	wounded) 

And again: hold on! 
How far your tears will reach the sea 
and turn it into blood, replace the salty color 
sparkling like rain, like scattered corals 
composing a map, a painting of fate, or 
an extremely dark appearance 
of a season. 

storm, storm 
where	does	your	shoreline	disappear?	

The weather is perfect: you have sent 
darkness to the sand (of your love), you have sent a flood
swarming with pests, dead birds swimming 
in the bloodstream 
: on a hunt for Your estuary! 
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A Landscape in the Stony Rain
 

Staring at the stony rain in your eyes: 
Your signs are swept away
Lost to the heart of the sea. 

Then the coral cliffs 
And the bats trail 
Suddenly flare 

They claw at each other
In my roaring heart 

The birds’ feathers fall off again 
The rivers sweep away blood 
And dirty water. Years passed
Without god in the ink, in the delirious raving 
Of the dense drizzle
which wraps 
the back of the hills 
To the steep cliffs 
Which slice the darkness 
on your palm lines. 

“Perhaps we are nothing but salt. 
It is too late for us to scream 
Under the long shadow 
Of our father.”
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Or we’re just floating, 
Carried away by the current 
Of our mother’s dead fish
Which are swept away

Poisoned by the salty weather. 
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The Game of Light

stepping towards the source of the Light 
can only be done
if I’ve been able to fully embrace 
your cold traces. 

A pair of beetles in the corner of the garden 
Trembling. Exorcised by pain
and wild bush, all of a sudden 
they want to pack up,
buttoning their remaining wings 
badly torn by the weather. 

Odd streaks on the neck 
Squirts of pastel syrup and
Crazy dances in the air 
Stinging the wound in the heart. 

Indeed
A tiny slit made by a scalpel of light 
Can break the poison chalice 
That has been buried in the chest for years. 
The most vicious gesture
Looming on the forehead 
Of frangipani. 

Read my tears ... 

Do you hear that? 
Their sentences streak fast 
Like a lightning javelin. Faster –  
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But will never be finished. 
They will never ever arrive 
Although all voices have disappeared 
Gulped down by the sky
After the loudest scream
Or simply the gloomy words, which 
Hovers          Nervously          And explodes 
Beautifully 
Around the sidewalk 
(Its flakes sneak silently 
Plunging
Into the arms 
Of the rain) 

A beetle bears the pain in his soul 
While the sad couple keep walking 
With their childish look. 
Their hands are broken, falling down
Along the way. 

But he also feels his fingers getting preoccupied 
With dancing, clawing the wet slit 
Between the dark and the yellow smoke of the past 
Stabbing each other 
In the abyss 
Of your game of light. 
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The Moment 

A plastic ball 
sliding hard
close to the brows of children: 
Would it keep our secret 
safe? 

Only water sizzling 
on the lips. Sip by sip
you release it
to the Strait 
before this crack can be read again 
tonight 
becoming a narrow shallow trench 
yellowing 
more turbid 
in half of your eyes. 

Don’t you notice that my eyelids are getting harder 
chewing it? 
Afternoon dust sprinkled on the lamps, the benches, 
treacherous time, a shrill voice of a damn lady 
who is snacking impolitely on your gown. 
They scramble for cheering your trembling fingers 
spreading the scent of offerings 
and a brief kiss
to the bouquet of death. 
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Because I don’t want to live 
when you’re gone, you moaned, although 
I never asked for what 
why I recklessly broke through 
the crack of the sky 
which was burning in my cabin 
with a split face, an intense feeling 
growing inside
and the shadow of the sand glass 
stabbing your goddess’ forehead! 

It’s not like our childhood game, indeed. 
Now I just want to gaze at Him 
in silence. 
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Angel 

god
i want to fly
you whisper

and you rise through the rain 
i worried about 
last night

wet cracks in your eyes
autumn forest

but on your lips
on your breasts
men get more excited 
to plant spring seeds 
and rainbow

they dream of twilight parks 
you no longer want 
to worry about 

and carried away 
by the cold of your glass
by the tings of sharp words 
i am worrying about
i rub every color 
you were worrying about 
on your eyebrows
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and the weather builds you 
into a deserted city 
with its different apartments
different conversation echoes
chandeliers swinging grimly on each floor
the cross on the steeple of an old church 
railroads sticking out towards the darkness
and the bridge of the past 
you were too late to hope for
too quick to let go 

my purity
the rasping rain 
that never stops calling out your name 
behind the curtains
one day will look stupid

it will be like your nail polish 
chipped too soon
falling off

it can only regret 
your fingers 
it couldn’t reach 
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